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As a side remark, one could argue that a 
better energy efficiency in the future could lower 
this prediction. This is not as straightforward',as it 
may seem. An interesting.·discussipn in this. respect, 
with many examples, can be found in [2]. 

How then are we going to satisfy this huge 
energy need ? Can we continue to produce energy 
the way it is done noYi and what are the possJble. 
consequences ? . 

II.B. CURRENT ENERGY SUPPLY AND FUTURE 
PROSPECTS 

To answer the previous questions it is 
necessary to look at the present energy sources. and 
supplies. Present proved recoverable reserves are 
given in Tabl~ II, .together. with an estimate of the 
period still avahableto IJsea specific source at the 
curr,~m rate of,,:~onsumpttQn. 

The second, and most worrisome problem 
are the possible conseqyences tQ Qur environment Qf 
the· massive ruse of fossil fyels due to the inevitable 
releaSe.·· of.; gigantiq> q~antities. ,;of C02 in our 
atmosphere. In 1993 alone, 'more than 22 109 tons 
of CO2 were produced and released in the 
atmosphere [6]. This could still seem to be 
negligible, as it represents only a minor fraction of 
the.to'~1 Cl.rT1?unt of CO2, released}nto the atmosphere 
(~nd subseCJuen~ly recycled) by" nature. Nonetheless, 
measurements show a very steep increase of the 
CO2 coOtent jnthe atmosphere during the last few 
decades; This can clearly be seen in Fig. I, where the 
atmosphedc concentration of C~ is shown as a 
function of time since the year 900. This graph 
compile~, from the analysis of air bubbles in the ice 
of the' Antarctic and measurements at the Maunaloa 
in Hawaii - shows that at least for the last thousand 
years this concentration remained at a level of about 
280 ppm. Since the beginning of indus1rialis~di(')n 
(around 1800) it has risen to more than 360 PPJll, 

.One~asto;~e earefUr wi'th' these numbers, 
ho.~ever, as, there' lie hUQe political and economic 
in,t~r~sts .. behind ,thEull (for:,a fright~ningexample, 
s~~' [24]), . whic~ mi9ht .lead to ul1der-, 0 r 
o"eres~imates, depending ;~n' who . is providing the 
dc;lta. InaddiUon~large P€1rts: oLthe world:are n~t 
yet prospecte.d,; and JI)Jscoul9. resultin,i)utur~ 
updates of these numbers.' Anyhow, from this' tabl'e 
it follow~Jhat ,VIe can.il1deedgo .()nas ~e do r;l0w for 
at least some decades., Bu,tis this. really desirable ? 

;.- " " ,", ;. . . .>' :. j';. ~--.: ? ,- • 

A; c~r{bese,en in Table ,II1,abouf90okofour 
energy is currently produced by burning fossil fuels 
This. could pose seriqus" problems in .:lh~ future. 
<. : ",.' ".' . '-"', .' ," : "," ...... . 

Uranium' 

YEARS OF USE 
~T .•·;rHE ;qJRRENT 
HAT.E OF,:" 
, bONSUMPllON 

270 

40-50 

60.;70 

40-50 
2400-3000 ~: 

* if breeder technology is employed. 

i.e.ani~cre·~seof about 25%, and this only d'urin~ 
the last 200 years I T~is is''8 very short, ;time scs'le 
for such ti change, and is the morei;frighten'ing ih"the 
light of . additional evidence indicating :·fhar, 'the ~ 
concentration has' remained at abouf280 pprhfor tlie 
last· '160000 .' y~ars [7] Ll· Garbonsequ~stration···could 
perhaps help' to . reduce. future increase's ·in€Q2 "in "au r 
atmosphere' [7a], but is of no 'use to reduce the 
present levels. ." , 

ENERGY SOURCE 

Oil 

Coal 

Gas 

Fission 

Hydro-electricity' 

Table 111 Contribution of different energy so,irces 
to the primary energy. producti(;m in the 
world {3}. it' .i 

What are ,the pos~ible conseqoenc~s;;of such'.··s 

Table /I . Yes IS of use of(',fdifferent <fuels at the 
current rate of !consumption [3,4,4a]

; ',"./ "'

First, depletion of the world energy resOyrces 
will inevjtably'lead' to pOlitjcal·· jnstabilitiesinthe 
world. Thet energy crisis of the 1970's, thet:1991 
Gulf war and the war in Chechenia are only small 
'scale ., illustrations of what a real energy shortage 
could'mean I:Moreover,'much<betteruse could be 
made~of the raw materials,";which. are burned. They 
are invaluable for Qur chemical and pharmaceutical 
industry;<;From this" .,' pOint'Qf 'view; our. present 
energy production scheme causes irreplaceable basic 
chemicals to be lost forever on a gigantiC scale. 

sudden,. chang~ in ' the .coIllPosi~iQ~()f the 
~tm9sphere ? . 

CC>2 is a' greenhouse. ga~~an:c:f a"higher 
concentration of this gas will 'lead to an increased 
absorption of ~~~ i,n~r~r~d,rCl~ia.ti<?n" ~e-e,!,itt~~: by 
the earth. There IS general' , agreement among 
speCialists t;~~t. this •... '.' wm.c~!Jse.; .. Jh! ,.,. ayen~ge 
temperature on'earth totise [7,8r~'Whaf' will' happen 
.to our er:wironment it th~ ay~rage temperature 
increas~s, '? This is ' a.' mp~tdiffiq!.llt qU~,stion.. ()ur 
ecosystem is very complex~ with 'much feedback and 
as such probably buffered against, and able' to adapt 
to sudden changes. However, as is the case for 
buffers in chemistry, there are limits to the 
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adaptability of our ecosystem and the question 
remains: what are these limits ? In which direction 
will the ecosystem evolve as soon as the stability 
thresholds are crossed ? 

First, a clear answer to these questions 
presently does not exist. This should not be 
surprise, since our climate involves numerous 
feedback loops, many of which are possibly 
underestimated or even unknown in climate models. 
Second, and what makes things even more 
frightening, is that the time required by nature 
remove an excess of CO2 in the atmosphere is very 
long;'- as it is mainly determined by the slow 
exchange of carbon between surface waters and the 
deep ocean : it takes nature something on the order 
of 100 years to restore the'atmosphere [7]. This 
means also that as soon as changes are visible in our 
climate, we will have to deal with these effects ,f 0 r 
at 'Ieast. 100 years, on the condition that ' 
anthropogenic sources of C02 could - be shut down 
Immediately, otherwis~ it will be even longer. But 
even by shutting down all sources of C~ 
Immediately (which wiUbe nearly impossible 
realise) we are not ,! sure to be on the safe side 
nobody-- can ascertain ' that with a restored 
atmosphere our erivironment will also be restored, 
be~ause there is no guarantee that the whole 
ecosystem will return in a reversible way to the 
previ9Ys situation. 

· 340 
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Fig. I 	 Evolution of the C02 concentration in the 
atmosphere (in ppm) during the last 1000 
years [9J 

This is the most threatening consequence of 
our energy production scheme nowadays. We are 
conducting a possibly irreversible large-scale 
geophysics experiment. We have to remember that 
we have onlY one -'atmosphere and that it is 
irreplaceable, in other words, we are all Usitting in 
the test tube- 1 The possibility of a global climatic 
change due to the emission of greenhouse gases 
poses dangers which are not well known, but might 
be'very large. It, cannot be excluded that certain 
parts of the world become _no longer inhabitable in 
the future due to rising sea levels or desert 
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formation; in addition, food-producing areas could 
shift, with hunger, poverty, migration ---of people, 
etc... as possible consequences. This would 
constitute a serious threat to peace and international 
security. 

Is this the prospect we would like to offer ou r 
children and grandchildren? 

In this context, it seems nearly unavoidable to 
reduce -or even stop burning fossil -fuels and ,try to 
use other energy sources as soon as pOSSible, to 
reduce the risk of such dramatic changes; It will be 
not easy to prove with certainty that the changes in 
our climate are due to man's activities; but it 'seems 
not wise to use this as an excuse for delaying 
necessary actions. Why should we take the risk to 
wait until we are certain, because then it will be 
much too late I There is compelling ;evidence for -a 
warming of our planet in recent years : 4 out of the 
10 hottest years of the last century ' occurred during 
the last decade and 1998 was an absolute record 
year with the hig~est global 'temperature of the -last 
1000 years [26]! -"Worryilig signs of changes in our 
climate are the nearly world-wide reduction in the 
size of the glaciers, especially the tropical ones 
[27], the increasing anomaly index of the EI Nino 
Southern Oscillation since 1980 [27a] , the increase 
of the sea-level by 2mm/year [27b] and an 
increasing number of 'strange' events: storms with 
an -extreme destructive power (e.g. hurricanes 
Andrew and Mitch, Christmas storm of 1999 -- in 
France), enormous mudslides and rivers becoming 
dangerous torrents after -heavy rain - (Brigg, 
Switzerland 1993, Fortezza, South Tirol 1998, 
Venezuela 1999; ·etc), the highest waterievelSi of the 
century in the Rhine ·1991 and 1993 andOder1997 
(Germany), ice avalanches from' glaciers which' -are 
literally 'sliding' out of the mountains inc-

Switzerland and France (Gutzglacier 1996 ·' and1999 
[27c], Grandes Jorasses 1996~~ and 199j!etc [27d]), 
the thinning and' breaking away of Icer shelves of 
several 1000 km2 in the Antarctic (~arsen B and 
Wilkins ice shelve [27e]) (one has only to" realise 
that this ice has been there for thousands of years), 
the bleaching cof corals In Florida and Australia 
resulting -in the destruction of ;·unique-' ecosystems, 
etc. It is difficult to believe that these events are 
totally unrelated - to greenhouse effectsI It may 
therefore already be too late to avoid any climatic 
changes at all (for a detailed discussion. see [7)). 
and it seems therefore not · unlikely that 
environmental constraints will impose reductions on 
the use of fossil fuels well before· the effects of 
resource limitations are felt. 

However, a quick and drastic change in the 
current energy landscape may be very difficult to 
realise. First, except for fission, none of the 
possible alternatives is at present ·mature enought6 
replace burning of fossil fuels for largescale energy 
production (see Sect. II.C); but even fission is (i) 
unfortunately only short term with the current type 
of reactors, and (ii) has a low level of acceptance by 
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, / ENERGY FOR FUTURE CE~S 

,Biogas 

Bioalcohol 

Bio-oil . 

lIIu;tr~tio~ of the Jimitations , of reneWable 
energy sources:, [caJciJlflIf3Ct"" ,jiQffL. data~i .;o f 

' Ref. 121 ' (as8uineiJ: :::' tobe' used ' for 
electricity generation; where necessary 

: anoverall"." ef/iqjf]IJP¥ , of '4Q~~ for),. the 
:: . therm~LcYi;(I} -~;; ,.d$;.;~;;c ·;/dpc!l!d~d; : :00 

compensation for I(iss~$ . dl!6:;tp, storage Is 
included for solar or wlrid power) 
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products and non-fissile elements - must be disposed 
of. Hence, in the strict sense only 1 ton or about 5 0 
dm3 of highly active waste is produced per GWyr 
(the total volume after packaging for disposal 
becomes about 4m 3 ). Moreover, the danger of this 
waste is known and new methods are being 
developed to store it in a safe way [14], or even to 
eliminate it by transmutation thereby producing 
energy [14a]. This is in sharp contrast with the 
large amount of waste produced by burning fossil 
fuels : gigatons of CO2 spread around the world and 
nobody knows what will be the precise 
consequences! With the present reactor types the 
lifetime of our uranium resources is rather short 
about 50 years. Using breeder technology to 
transform non-fissile fuel into- fissile elements, we 
could stretch our resources·- by a factor of about 60 
[15, 16], although the safety and environmental 
problems are potentially more difficult to cope with. 
However, new reactor concepts, which rely on 
passive safety systems, could increase the 
acceptance by the general public [17]. 

The third option is nuclear fusion. It is the 
least developed of the three but it holds the promise 
of being a safe, inexhaustible and rather clean 
energy production method. As such it could become 
the best compromise between nature and the energy 
needs of mankind. Recent studies carried out for the 
European Commission [18] confirm this point of 
view. Energy quality criteria will become most 
important in the future : energy production must be 
not only economically, but also environmentally and 
societally acceptable. 

METHOO ANNUAL FUB.. 
CONSUMPTION Frn 
1000MW,el. (typical 
size of a single modern 
electric power plant) 

Coal 2 700 000 tonnes 

Oil 1 900 000 tonnes 

Fission 28 tonnes of U02 

Fusion 100 kg D and 150 kg T 

Table V 	 Fuel consumption for different energy 
production methods 

An overview of the fuel consumption for 
different energy generating methods is presented in 
Tabel V. Note the large difference between chemical 
and nuclear energy. The numbers mentioned reflect 
what is needed for just one electric Dower · plant. A 
good idea of the gigantic quantities of CO2 released 
in the atmosphere yearly Is found by calculating the 
equivalent length of a train carrying 2 700 000 
tonnes of coal : it has a lenght of 540 km, i.e. the 
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distance between Paris and Amsterdam. Per power 
plant of 1000MW,el and per year, this quantity of 
coal gets (nearly totally) converted into CO2. The 
equivalent of many hundreds of such plants are in 
operation at present... 

There is every reason to be worried for the 
future, as reflected by the projected numbers of 

. electric power capacity to be installed in the next 
-50 years, estimated by the Indian and Chinese 
governments [18a, 18b]. These numbers are resp. 
equal to 480000MW,el and 1 500000MW,el. In 
the case of China alone, it is estimated that · burning 
coal will generate half of this number in 50 years. 
To reach this level. China has to build and to take 
into operation each month and this during the next 
50 years at least one new electric power plant with 
a capacity of 1000 MW.el - fired by coal. Note that 
this huge installation rate is not a theoretical 
possibility, an average rate of 1500 MW,ellmonth 
has been realised already in China during the period 
1995-1997 [3,18c] I 

III. NUCLEAR FUSION AS AN ENERGY SOURCE 
FOR THE FUTURE. 

The development of nuclear fusion as an 
energy source is one of the most complex scientific 
and technical tasks ever undertaken for non-military 
purposes and will still span several human 
generations. There exist presently two approaches 
to realise nuclear fusion on earth : inertial and 
magnetic fusion. Inertial fusion consists of micro
explosions of small fuel pellets by means of 
powerful lasers or particle beams. Confinement of 
the fuel is based on the inertia of the pellet fuel 
mass, which resists the natural expansion when it is 
heated to thermonuclear fusion temperatures. 
Magnetic fusion uses magnetic fields to confine the 
fuel. The European fusion effort is concentrated on 
the latter and hence we will briefly review only this 
method here. The interested reader can find a wealth 
of additional information in the references [18, 19, 
20, 21]. 
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Fig. /I 	 Evolution of the value for the fusion triple 
product since the beginning of fusion 
research [after 21aJ 
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ill A'fantastic 	 progress has b~eno~tained in 
magnetic!usion. Three generations of tokainak~ withI II 

\1 i 	 doublin~f'ofcharacter-is~ic . dimensions' at each step
il I 	 led to a 10000 'times' higher value of the 'fusion 

triple product (densiw times temperature times 
confinement time);inthe last 30 years. Since theIII:. I 
start;of controlled' fusion': research/'a 10' rilillionfold 
improvement in- ·the ifusiontriple .producrhas been 
obtained verging~to reactor conditions, as illustratedill 
in Fig:. II. . , ' . .." ' 

Since 1991 several megawatts' of fusion 
power have been' released :ina.controlled :way in 

II
/1 deuterium-tritium experiments in .. ;'JET (Joint 

European Torus,COlham"UK)and TFTR ,,(TokamakI' 
Fusion Test Reactor, Princeton, USA). Peak valuesII 
of about 16"MWhavebeen'obtainedon JET in 1997Ii corresponding to CoT values (i.e', the'ratiO of the 
power released from deuterium-tritium fusion

! II reactions to the power applied to heat the fuel) of
'11 more than 0,6; in a stationary way fusion powers ofII 

more than 4 . MW have been obtained for . more than,. 5Ii s 'on JET. A : comparison'> of ;'high peJformanc.:eD~1II pulses is given in Fig. III. Break-even 'in de'uteriunlIi 
Ii tritium experiments, i.e. QOT = 1, is expected at JET 

in the coming' years. ", 

TFTR transient 
'(1994) 

1.0 
lime (8) 

Fig. 11/ 	 Fusion power development in ,~he. D-T 
campaigns of JET (full and dotted. lines) 
and TFTR (dashed lines), in different 
regimes:, (Ia) Hot-Ion Mode ". in limiter 
plasma (/b) Hot-ion H-Mode, (/I) Optimiied 
shear and (11/)' Steady-state ELMY~H 
Modes [21b}. 

Alternative,'noh-tokamak magnetic fusion 
app~oaches (stellarators,. >reversed field :pinches) 
may offer economic ,anci. opera,tional' . benefits. 
However,these'approach$S ar~):'rnorethan one 
generation behind ,the tokamak lirie~ , 

IItA~ NUCLEAR FUSION PROCESSES AND 
FUTURE FUSION REACTORS ' 

'The least difficulf' fusion reactiont6<initiate":'0Ii 
earth is that between 'the hydrogen'isotopes' O'and T : 	 ',' . 

in which D stands for " deuterium (the '. stable', isotope 
of hydrogen with a. nucleus consisting of one proton 
and one neutron) and T for trith,im"'(the,tradios()tive 
hydrogen isotope. with' a . nucleus of-l2'neutrohs' and '1 
proton;' 'see Section III.B)ITo prodUce" sufficient 
fusion reactions, the temperature of '. the plasma ,has 
to be onthe order of 100 to ?qQ milUqrlCJor this 
re'action.' ,. .... "(f{')1' .•.. '? '.': 

A first generation qf·; futOreftision ,reactors 
would bebased',·on this freactlOn .. The"ileaction 
products'+lare thus an a-partible' (Heli~Fl1i,nlicl~us) 8nd 
a very energetic neutroiii··Twenty::i'perQ~nt of the 
energy is taken by' ths' a-Jt~rticles>wh~c~'~are 
confined," owing to their'charQe,andd~liver their 
energy to the background'pla$ma.~ln 'this way they 
compensate for 'losses andmigtlt}mai<ethe reE.tctton 
self-sustaining. The kinefic<,energy';: 6f the'fast 
neutrons will be ,converted"JQto heatJn;,a,bl.apket,:an,d 
then,'into electricity usi~Q, .. conventional te~hn()J()gy 
(steEi01l~· About one million •.•. times : moreene,rgy , is 
released from a .fusion :reactipn. In comparisqn with ·a 
che,mlcal one (MeV's Instead; ,of eVls for: tt);e laller'. 
This is the.n~ason .. why sonttl~ .fu(:)tpan:pr,od~c~ ~o 
much.·'energy': "when 'burnt~ina'fu'sioh" feactbr;O';"Uie 
deuteriumc:ontainedin,11.of water (about3~'l1)g) 
will pro(juce as mych eO~rgyas byming~'.,-g~Q I'.,of 
gasoline. 

The. D·T reaction is not, the only possibility . for 
controlled fusion.Otherconeeivable reactions are : / 

D + D -+ 3He 	(0.82MeV) + n (2.45MeV) 

D + D -+ T (1.01 MeV) + H (3.02MeV) 

D + 3He -+ 4He (3:~~MeV) + HJ14lMeV) 

These are more difficult to ,acl1ieve:and have a 
much low~rpower del1sity th,~n th~ p;~y:r.eaction 
[21,25] but show'ever;l morebepign e,riYi~()nlTlentlil 
features. The D-D .. reaction. w9uld'eUinlna~~'- the .need 
for.tritium ..and, proQucene,lItr6ns' ~ith' lOWer 
energies . which .. are. therefore ~~si~(.to .. ·absorb. arid 
shield .. A reactor b.ased on the D~3He··. reaction .,' would 
proceed with very low neutron .production'(some 
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neutrons would be produced in competing but much 
less occurring 0-0 reactions) with minor 
radioactivity produced, in the reactor structures. 
This reaction also releases its total energy in the 
form of charged particles, enabling in principle the 
possibility of direct energy conversion to electrical 
energy. However, the' prospects for these 
'advanced' fuelsiare still too speculative and only 
the 0-T reaction has immediate future prospects. 

III.B. INEXHAUSTIBLE ENERGY SOURCE ? 

The most obvious advantage of fusion is the 
virtual inexhaustibility of the fuels which are cheap 
and widely accessible. Table VI summarises the 
presently estimated reserves; 

Deuterium,' a' non-radioactive isotope of 
hydrogen is extremely plentiful as it can be obtained 
from ordinary water (about 33 g from 1 ton)' with 
cheap extraction' techniques using conventional 
technology. Complete burning of deuterons and the 
first generation fusion products (T and 3He) results 
in the overall equation : 

60 -7 24He + 2H + 2n + 43.3 MeV 

providing 350 1015 J/ton D. The deuterium content 
of the oceans is estimated at 4.6 1013 tons [1 5] , 
thus equivalent to about 5 x 101 1- TWyr. 

Tritium is the radioactive isotope of hydrogen. 
It decays to 3He by emission of an electron : ' 

T -7 3He + e- + 18.7 keV 

with the rather short half-life of 12.3, years. The 
quantities available in nature are not sufficient for 
technical applications. The neutrons produced in the 
fusion reactions will be used to breed it by 
bombarding a blanket around the burn chamber 
containing a lithium compound, according to : I 

6Li + n -7 4He (2.05MeV) + T (2.73MeV) 

7Li + n -7 4He + T + n - 2.47 MeV 

Thus the real consumables in the 0-T fusion process 
are D and Li, while T is an intermediate fuel. 

Lithium. like deuterium; is' a widely available 
element. There are two isotopes 6Li and 7Li, which 
occur naturally (7.5% and 92.5% respectively). 6Li 
is the most useful isotope as it reacts with neutrons 
in the lower energy range (E < 1MeV)." Model 
calculations [18] show that the burnup of 7U in a 
future fusion reactor wo~ld be negligible and thus 
only 6Li is relevant to resource considerations. Per 
6Li atom, one T atom is formed, with an extra 
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energy of 4.78 MeV. Including the energy released in 
O-T fusion reactions, 22.38 MeVis released per 6Li 
atom. The energy content of natural' Li is 'therefore 
about 27 1015 J/ton. Estimated reserves of natural 
U are 11 million tons in known ore deposits' in the 
earth and 200 billion tons dissolved ;in sea wate r 
[15], equivalent to about 9 103 and 1.7 108 TWyr. 
The amount of energy needed to extract- Li is 
negligible compared to the energy released in 
thermonuclear reactions. 

Since only one neutron is produced in each 
fusion reaction and since each new tritium nucleus to 
be bred from Li requires one neutron, it is 
necessary to provide a small 'additional neutron 
source, to balance losses in the breeding blanket. A 
possible suitable neutron multiplier is beryllium, 
using the (n,2n) reaction : 

gBe + n -724He + 2n - 1.57 MeV 

Another question related to inexhaustibility is 
if we dispose of enough suitable materials (e.g. 
structural and superconducting materials for the 
magnets) for a large scale use of fusion energy over 
many centuries. Also here there seem to be no 
significantcons'traints [18]." 

FUSION FUEL 

. 

Ef\EFGY 
CONTENT 
(TWyr) 

YEARS OF, USE 
TO SUPPLY 
WORD 
ELECTRICITY 
Ns:O$ _ (AT 
,~995iLE\fELS) 

0 5 x 1011 150 billionyr, . 
" 

Li (known reserves) 9 x 103 3000 year 

Li (in sea water) 1-.7 x 108 60 million yr 
,i 

Table VI Estimated' reserves of fusion. fuels. 

III.C. SAFETY ASPECTS 

• Inherent and passive safety 

- Can Chernobyl-type accidents occur ? 

First, the amount of fuel, -available at each 
instant is sufficient for only a few tens of seconds, 
in sharp contrast with a fission reactor where fuel 
for several years of" operation is stored in the 
reactor core. Second, fusion reactions take place at 
extremely high temperatures and 'the 'fusion process 
is not based on a neutron multiplication reaction. 
With any malfunction or incorrect handling the 
reactions will stop. An uncontrolled bum (nuclear 
runaway) of the fusion fuel is therefore excluded on 

9 
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physi~1 groUnd~ f ~veJ'l :', ir:b l qa$e of .· a <total ::: loss "o·f 
activ~ .... cooling,·, the A9W , :r~~~qual · be~Ung" ;: excludes 
ITlf3.lting : Qf': th.~ ::J~actQr~truQtYre. [18]. . 

.:c, '. <·'.:th'~ > b~Sic ·f~el~(p~nd~i)as .well· a~ the direct 
end pr9~~ql (H~) of , the. ; fu~ioJl . re,action 'arfSk"not 
radioactive. However,a fusipn :Jec:lctor ·will ·requjre 
radiation shielding since · it has · a radioactive 
inve.ntory '. \. consi~.tir'lg f Qf;s\,. ,.(i) .'. tritTum and/;' waste 
contE:lmil1ated~y:::·tritiu.ro. ; :c~nQdH) : .. ·.. reactor :materiaIs 
activElted, ,·by~he ;'ne,utr(mt;:~.,\Qt,;! the. ..fusj()(l 'r,eagtion. 
St.udie.~j T18-2q] . : in~icElte. i: ~9vve.v.er, . that 'an adeq4at~ 
choic~',: .ot' tne.·.· . latt~r:i:::. canssmiflimi$e ::theinduce:!;t 
raQJo~:C~.lyity ') sLJgn~. J~~t:' , ~ r~c,y;gli~g ': . should '. J)e.c9nj~ 
pos$ipl€!after : some . de~~e.~ ;Jol ·:~ century• .. ' Thu~, 
radioactivity does not ha"eto be inherent to nuClear 
~ in ••.·· contrast.tonu.plear .fission ·•.. where .· ...,the 
fission . reactjon, it~elt"Je~ds,J(» _dangerous Iong~1 ived 
radioactive :':prpduGls ~<h':'> .' . " 

... .. ~;,. .• .. .

. · th~ ." tritiu'r:rl, ·--~ycl~;" i$ ~.:internaliY . ~ close~, ·, and the 
totc:ll "tritiLJm~ .invenJqrY , in) tn~ ·fu.sion .power plant wi !I 
ti~ · onJtleJ)[der 'pf :· a ·· few, •.-kg, i;pf:: whichonly, abo.u.tgoO 
9 ~.am.s .: :~qQuld ::i l:>,~ .". relea~e.,p:~;i.n ,~: .aQ,c;~pcidel1t; !.§p~cial 
perme.atjQn "barrier~ :)w.ill ')1~vetp ':·b~ , .),JS~(t :'to :, inhibil 
discharge into . theenviron:menl:~ oLJritiu.m ,;.diffus!ng 
through materials ; at high "temperature [18]. ' As 
tritiq;rtr, ,:js~: ct)ernicall}r ·equivaleI11' ·~t6' ..'hydrogen; '·~ it ""can 
rep.I~,q~'~ no'rmal •.. hydrogen ·ipwater ,,·and .all kinds of 
hydrocarbon~:~': :~(~t " c()ul~ ~t!I1.Ys} contaminate ' the food 
chairl.;;.w,h~~~j; rel~a$,~~~;tJ/:in;:,.;the atmo~pber~,~ , .The 
all~orptio~ i.;Jjf~:tritium '\;9Qntaminated foodand ' wat~J 
bY::, living ,QrganiSrn'~ .:j~ · : 'a ·. pot~?:ti~t . ha~ard~. However, 

'- i!~~!f~ti~~~' ~' !r~~?,ii'~~n&J;ot'h:b6dt';J£ 
f UnkS,;to .nUclear' Wespc)[lrj:;?': ;~';,< :: ~ . 

.:'.'. : ··.·'~' Th~:~9Pe,r~t!on :. pf-; PlJr~ ·(i.e. ~~Qi1~hyi;rid5:;:;fu~Jo'n 

'reactors,.•· (s~,~,..Section,;"lll .E:.J , j~ ,:; nQt ;" accompanie.d ...by 

the producti~n . 0J '.' fi~sil~ ." ' rQat~r,ials ~~quired . for 


n nuclear ; Vtfeapbns~/ Only?"a ; sigli!ficar:1r ·· modification : of

Ii
,i 	 the fusion reactor -, theintrodlJction'. of a special 

breeding section containing fertileroaterial - would
Ii 	 make thepr9ductlon . of . we,ap9ns; grade . fissile
Ii 	

materials .. pos~ibl~. . ti0~e"er,, ;;,:'accordin.g <.•to .JheIi conclusion of experts ' (see ·' e.g; [22]), ' 'the presence
Ii 	 of such a section (in an'::er;tvJronmenlwbere';nOI'iEfat 
,I 	 all should be present) could be easily discovered by 

qualified inspectors;: This'::; is : in ~sharp ....contrast;,to, a'i 
fission . reactor where .prodlJction, of these m~terjals 
occurs'; in ··.the .• reactor .core:::,itse1f·';;:,and, .•'wherEt .,·in 
additiofra'•delicate: balan~<~as: tov~e : made .·,.of ,la·igEl 
inventories: .. 'of' ingoing ;:;~n~f :,. outcoming '.' nuclear 
material 'to discoVer 'ariypossible di",~rsioA"offissi Ie 
materiai /<+.:c( :'::"~,;~:::;; . c· • (;". ':: l iC · .' . ':, . :i:': · ', ";:~: . 

': ' _.~.:'- ;........ (,~ " , ::·<; ~Y~;B. ~ ':. ~.. '. 

-Otheroon-nuclear ·risks .· < " 
~ . 	 ~. 

.. Re~qt~rdeslgner$- .. will .,··hay~:; · tQ ·,.m.inimise 
nOI1~nucl,~~r· I" ~ ri~~s - .·suqtl ... as. ,. ~j~fiJe§; ,., ..' Jele~s>e ,;: Q:f 
qhemical -toxins. , like . Be;$ud~endQ$S ;,'::~9fvacuum " or 
c()oling ·.liquids,; etc;.•· But nOr1~ ;Qfttie t Possible: =issues. 
cLJrrentlyappear tQbe suffJc,iently~(;senous. to .Weigh 
importantly, ., in '.. SOcietal. ,.; <discus$io()s<·< Elb.out<,::':th.~ 
attra~tivEmess ,of fusion c:(;m,par~d ~ to>otheren'ergy 
systems. 	 ' 

.:; 
" ,::..,.:: .- -;," 

litO. ENVIRONMENTAL 
...:;.' '~. ~. .. ..... .,. ',..~ 

-Environmental .poifution"':~i . 

, t~~ :'~ri;naJy ~~el~': ·:((~.;alJd'.··.Uf~rl-~':)h~"di~~~t :,~~d 
product(H~) . are,rlQt ra~iq~pti¥~J . dQ~ Q~t:'p.c;»lIH~~ ,>t~e 
atmosphere,and do ;not ..contrib,utElJp }:th~ :gre~r;lho~~~ 
effe.9! .Qp the .:de,struction>.,Qf.)t~e<p~Qne. : l~y.~r~F'Hel.ium 
i~ in/additi~mqh,emically , :':j lle.t1 and _.'tie'ry" 'u'seful : Jo 
indu$try.·.There ' ar~ .no . probleQls.~ wi!ij','i'mtnin,~>~'~i-) .t' agd 
fue.l . tr~m~portation >. Th~re.,::J1Iso:';~,~i~l . · .nQ2/e.C'QI()gI9,1; 
geophysical and ' land-use pro~l~rnSc F:$uch'isa~:'~ those 
associated with, biomassen~rgy, hydropower and 
solar epergy,. 'I . '.' '>'>" ,.,< ,. ,; 

.. :.. :' .MeasJfes " . fO( .· t:iti'~rn, ,. .;.,:~:c6Fltai~fu~nt"<" : "and 
detritiation .' ,0f. , . subs~Clnces', ..cont~~in~te4,,\Vitfj't t ri t ium 
wiH : :'h~v~c~to c:.t)~ ,J~~eh; :PYriQ.9;:: 'riorm~I: 'oP'erati9n \:the 
dos~ ' fQr , the ·r.pubIiQ~: in .' the ~:n~ig~~9uiij90(;i,· Qt·, the " plant 
wil~ :,. Qnly ·. b~ " a~ fractipn 'A)tLth@:·: dOS~Td(j~;t() /·natural 
r~dip~9JJyUY ~:. - · ·' ,. . <':'~",.:., ." 

:~::;:~::~:;::.. :>~:i .. );~j:~~~~;;.>. ;::...... 
• P8ngerOyswaste?'):i ". 

~~. . .. ...... , ' . " : '\' 	 .'. " \. ,, : .' ", 

." .~. ~ -:'. ~ :. ':.. :-, • , " :!- :";;, 

:, ., ::.,:.~:~n.important,. a~yahtage of .fuslon, ..is ·;.;'the 
ab$~nce of , direc(. ract,iQ,8.Qlive l.: reagtion1:iP,~9ductsi' .in 
cOrltr~st .· .let, fi~sion; :.. wh~te /:radi9~ct'i~ca ;; ~,yta$te ....•,:18 
unav<?!d~ble ',; s.irlc~ . :' the" ? prod\JPt~., /,' ;Qf;;~Cfth~ ;· <;~Il~ rgy 
rel~as,!ng .,nl.Jclear · J~actJQr:t,,:;are :·ra,Qio,a¢1i~e.;;:·.c ' ."" ' . ,"i 

.;'::;; .. i':' ;" ;:';1\" :'>:(':·:"":" .;""·<' /}f;'~i >r/ " i '"·,-. >', ~a}.!:~'~ '-;':,}7 
.•.·. '·i. ·.. ·. Ad~qu~le. ; qispP§~l . Q~ ',r r~gloaqtive- wa~t~"i:>[s 

especial'y~; <:dlfficult ;' if,: : th~j prQcjuct~.~<~a:r:Qr'~;V61 alH:e~ 
qorrpsi"~Qr. Ipng-liy~;~t;e:;:: 1Jh~. ;n~~utJ()Il'rA~.i~~te.d 
structural,~: matenal~ , . C?f:,·~ 'fIJSIQI'}. ;rQ.agtqri;\ \\'Q,l.Jlg .:: O~l 
pose such problerT1~ ...an·d ,b.~c~u~.c:t , of..th.~.ir~},!g~l 'rn~I.t'ing 
point and their low .decay,tleat, ·will not necessitate 
active. COOling ,(juring ~~CQmrni.ssi9Ring,tr~n~P9rt .0 f 
disposal. Recentstudi~s" ;[t~lsbo'IN,+ th~!-:. "o"er their 
life time, fusiqn ·. reactors ·'·: wo.uld ,!:,:g~lier~tei by 
component , replacem~nt>.. Ell'ld ·:;': q~,~pmJ1lissioning, . 
activat~dt;, mate rial ·.. .similar:.:<~in:;iivpl'ume ;;~ ;tQ> ~~tnat : .,'0 f 
fission r~act9rs '. b.ut . qua.,!it~·tively;',~~~:~iffei~fl~!~~jn {:'Jthat 
the . long-term radiotoxiclty ' is .considerably lower 
(n~.:.' r;~d!o~~ti~ ,sp~l1t fu~l).·; ,.< ;:,~}~: (::411 

':~':~~> ~':t'; ' :, . . ">~= ',,':-... " '., .....'.- ", ~~' . ~:. ~. :..~~ ',.;: .. ~..: .~:.~:.~' .::.~?~~:~.;.;~-: ' . :: ~:~!'f:'-~:>y' :'>~: 


,Fusion could be. rTlade ,;everr :m()r~ . ; ,at.t(activ~ " ,~b.y 
th~ . use, of . advanc~d ..s'tr~ctu(~lk rn,a;ter:i.~I~\:.·~wit~L: i'ow 
activ~t!()n ', as ...e.g~· ",a[l~di~mj>. ~nOYs· 'Y9ri;;~,,- siIJC9[l 
carbid~s. , These.· rnat~rial~ ':i · ofl~r:;;. '·c; irl~;tPJjQPipl$·i)<th~ 
pr9sp~ct of .. iecycling :aft~t ; ,abq4l·tOO (:Y~~r~~.after 
shuJ~Qwn of.Jhe ' r~actor~, a$ ~,thEf. 'radioactivityL>would 
fall '. to . levels '.' comparat:)le .tp the . tho~~;~:ot ' th~;('ashes 
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from coal-fired plants [18] (which contain always 
small amounts of thorium and other actinides). It is 
not yet clear that they will meet a number of 
technical specifications with regard to thermo
mechanical properties and the ability to withstand a 
high neutron flux and further research is necessary 
to clarify these pOints [23]. But even if existing 
structural materials like stainless steel are used, 
the induced radioactivity in a fusion reactor is still 
about 10 times less than in a fission reactor of 
comparable power [15, 20]. 

III.E. ECONOMIC ASPECTS 

Economic viability of future fusion plants ? 

It is obviously difficult to estimate with any 
useful precision the cost of a system which will only 
be put into service several decades from now. In 
comparing with other energy sources, 
environmental and safety-related advantages and 
the virtual inexhaustibility of the fuel sources 
should be taken into account, as well as the evolution 
of the cost of electricity based on (exhaustible) 
resources. Present studies, embodying many 
uncertainties, produce cost estimates, which are 
close to those of present power plants. Investment 
costs (reactor chamber, blanket, magnets, 
percentage of recirculating power, ... ) will probably 
be higher, but the fuel is cheap and abundant. Fusion 
is likely to be a centralised energy source. On the 
basis of present knowledge, technologically 
sophisticated power plants will probably have an 
electrical output larger than 1GW to be economic. 
The fast neutrons produced in the 0-T reaction could 
be used to produce fissile material in fusion-hybrid 
breeder reactors [21]. This complementary role fo r 
fusion might improve system economics compared 
with pure fusion systems; however, it would 
increase societal concerns related to safety, 
environment and weaponry. 

Ongena and Van Oost ENERGYFORFUTURECENTURffiS 

Cost of fusion research ? 

Public expenditure on fusion research in the 
European Community is presently about 500 million 
Euro per year. Every comparison has unavoidably its 
disadvantages, but in the case of fusion - being an 
important possible option for our energy future, 
generating electricity - it seems fair to cornpare 
'this number to (i) the present cost of electricity in 
Europe and (ii) to the investments in other energy 
systems under development. 

Concerning (i): The total electricity bill spent 
in 1997 in the European Community by end users. can 
be estimated as the product of the net consumption 
times an average electricity price or roughly 2150 
GWh x 0.1 Euro =215 billion Euro [18c]. The fusion 
effort in Europe is thus equivalent to about 0.4% of 
the yearly European electricity bill. Alternatively 
one can calculate the cost of fusion research pe r 
European citizen: with about 390 million Europeans, 
the fusion effort comes down to about 1.2 Euro for 
every European per year. 

Concerning (ii): All funds for fusion research 
are and have to be public, due to the long period still 
needed before a fusion reactor can become a 
commercially available system. These public funds 
are very well known. For the other energy sources 
(especially wind and solar), it is not so easy to get a 
complete picture of the money spent on research as 
several private companies are contributing with own 
research investments. In addition, subsidies or tax 
reductions may be applied to promote these 
systems, which should be included in the public 

. expenditure on the system. To illustrate these points 
and to show that the public expenditure on energy 
research for the other sources is certainly not less 
than for fusion, we take the case of Germany. Total 
investments in fusion research for 1999 are about 
300 million OM. This number should be compared to 
the cost alone of subsidising electricity generated by 
solar and wind in Germany, which is estimated at 
something between 1.5 billion OM/year and 4 billion 
OM/year [29]. 
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~IIIII IV•. CONCLUSIONS ' 

11 1.11 	 In· amostprof.oundsense; 'mankind's ·.·quality of 
1II Ii life ;, depends j oo >a'1 [' acceptable.,; response ;to<, the 
11 

III 
ill 
Ii 
11 

;

"I three aspec\s ; '~~ .> !<~><. ,. 
. . ' 

. ·EY§j ·:abundant -,supply ,of cheap fuels (DandLi);
,I they are .non-radioactive, / andtheir -extraction doesil not :",cause at1y;.significaht.ecologicaL problem~ 
i 	

. 'Saf9ty<: fusion<:;reactors :offer ' jnherent, pa~sive 
safety~ ,'TheY" :8re :, noh· 'based . on> a neutronI multiplication reaction and' do not contain a large

i supply ··of fuel in.their: core:. An: uncontroUed burn of 
the Chernobyl .typeisexcluded~; ..J 

• Environment<::.Fusiom:reactions. produceenergy and 
I 	 no direct,: radiQactive ; 'waste;~~with. all ; its" ; ' problems. 

However;,jn : curreot · fusion;~'i'reactor concepts t tbereI
,I 	 is'" radioactivit}t ·~" ·· from ,/>twQJ>'sources~ ·.'· First~\; f ro rn 

tritium,,: Which'::.is.,;bred;}:locallyci·'from' ,· Iithiuth;· but 
consumed.,: directly;;/ SeconQf'by,activation·••· of ·reaqtor 
structur.es·C":by::, ,neutrons.";iJ7'uture 7: reactort: cOriceptsI 
'might strongly..:'limit ''.this.. radioactivity/,·.Anyhow, ,:,by 
carefully~' :~. >choosing 'f :structural 'r"y materials,~·· the 
radioactive, wastes.···will y; not;;.constitutet a .burden>f.or 

I many.. generations.i:. ln; additioo'c there ',18/"no production
I of ' combusti6n·g~ses.as]~ist~e ' c€lse :,for;(power~:pla[lts 

b.urningfossilJuels/ 'Hence~",. ,tnere is ' ·nocontribution 
, to.~/the~; greenhouse ·effec.tr,<to -·acid· rain , · ,and ·. to\ ·~theI destruct.ion ·ot,the·. ozone daye.:rJ~· ; 

j,; ·::Tbere ·shOLlld :be·noillusionsaboutthetechnicalI difficulty:' or·.·t,he ···time :; required..bringing<even the .·D,.T 
!J 	 reaction to >8: commetciany:):viable.~: system.. · However; 

there,' isnoJndicat!on ·~ upto/h9Wyto'· ,doubtithat ' .finally 
fusion could. be .'.'made ·practical" anp'successfuL 
,History'''' has ' repeatedly ;C, proven, that·. major 
technological projects ' (not!" hampered by scientific 
limits) have 'finally· reached · a · breakthrough~ ···Who 
would have believed 80 years ago (when .flying was 
already an exciting . re.ality) that · highly ·sophisticated 
planes would provide transport of:.passengersacross 
the 'Atlantic on .a .· Iarge scale·. and ·atprices · far below 
those by ship,? 

Given: .the ·potential ,advantages .. of "nuclear 
fusion compared to the risksand,dangers 'ofall ,.other 
alternatives for base ' load electricity ..·generation·' .and 
given its potential contribution ; to long-term 
sustainable world development, is it not our duty 
towards future generations to continue the fusion 
effort without delay and with full commitment? 

II continually:. rising ; demandj()renergy·~· To be able 'fo 
ij satistvou( future energy:' needs;. wetherefore ' have 
i 
! 

to .invest . ·in · all viable energy .· options. compatible 
with · our environment:>I 

I 

... .. ...... , Fusion::- is .,one ;c·'oh, these options ' and : is
II
II characterised by. exclusive: · properties, some of 
11 which ·represent distinct advantages ·over the ',other
II major' energt sources; They can be grouped around 

APP ENDOC: ... 

Presently" , the :Far..EastAWith60%ofthe 
world population) consumesabout :25%0t-theenergy 
in ,'.the world t c. ·with . .an .annual " groVVthJc'of::: about '.5 % 
over, the· ·.last .· 10 years"i[3]~.:.'The "rest- , ..ot;,the .' ;world 
has· an.: .annual .·· growth·:', ·,ot~:>.·/1J)~/<k !} D'A; .·: cautious 
extrapolation of these numbers can 'pemapsbe made 
as follows. If we assume :that. ·(i)'; the,.g(owtb;lo,,:the 
Far East will not remain at the current high level .but 
drop toonlyhalf' of ·,what it : isdlOW~ :· (ii) the annual 
growth in the rest of "tht:f:' World, wiU;{; :als(ji<drop_ ;~(ta' 
e:.g~ 1% ·annually) then - supposing the world 
population would .rEH:ni;lir,:'t~t , it~ }pr~~~nt 'LS.iT"i ..biIU9n 
level ;. we may expect ,a 50·t01 QO%<iincrease in :~the 
world '":energy '· consumption·' ;.:in t.he,: ,.;coming ",:;;;2 0~30 
years, ·as·outlinedinTableVlh\Ihe:.explosive ;;growlh 
of ..'the :world .... population i howeVer,},i 'CoUlddn>the ;,; ~est 
case .outweigh possible .ov.erestimate:s?.:-dn tl1~>9rowth 
numbers .assumed in 'Table 1/Ylh :·buhl.couldf;~lso';;;Jllake 
the.; situation .. 'much>: ; wor$~~;;:iij;mtlis : ' ',estimate!'i);;could 
therefore ·· well ' be only" ,8\Jower::',bound~'i:Y and t ii.;,Js 
possibly '"not/too unreal isti~ , , · ~to· · expect; ' a ythreefold 
increase •. in the world ;, ;energy consumption; .around 
~'O.30~ ~ 

Far " 
Etlst '.Y ·· 

R~~. J(). J.. 8 ~8
wOrld':":"' ;;> 
Total . 12 

Table .'VII 	 Extrapolation 6r · th~;</'pj~'§~,;r 'j "·:Phifn~"'rY 
energy consurnption , to.' within',.. ; , 2Q:~$0 
years,:. omitting the effeqt" of,· a:>growing 
w~rld .• population. ;. . 

/ \ ' 
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